TECHNICAL BULLETIN
Deletion of Mirror Memory Identifying Modification
MODEL Sedan Range 1994 MY

86-151

DATE 6/95

See VlNs listed below

The door mirror memory function was factory deleted on all 1994 model year
Sedan Range vehicles as of VIN 701123 as described in Technical Bulletin 04-14 of
3/94. Approximately 500 Sedan Range vehicles from VIN 687219 to 701123 had
the memory specification change performed in service.
On all vehicles, the seat memory remains fully functional. The mirror position
memory and the passenger side door mirror dip function in reverse are the only
functions deleted.
If the mirror positions are not retained in the memory function, check if the
memory feature was deleted. Vehicles without the mirror memory function can
be identified by checking near the Seat Control Module (SCM). An additional
48-pin connector with only 10 wires will be present. This additional connector has
a shorting plug installed, Illustration I.
NOTE: The deleted mirror memory function is the correct
specification for the vehicle. Do not attempt to modify the
system to allow mirror memory operation since the individual
vehicle was not sold with this feature.
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A Sedan Range vehicle without mirror memory will function as follows:
OPERATION

RESULT

Select driver mirror on switch pack
Operate switch up/down
Operate switch left/right

Driver’s mirror switch enabled
Driver’s mirror moves up/down
Driver’s mirror moves left/right

Select passenger mirror on switch pack
Operate switch up/down
Operate switch left/right

Passenger’s mirror switch enabled
Passenger’s mirror moves up/down
Passenger’s mirror moves left/right

Switch ignition on
Operate seat using seat switch pack
Slide towards rear
Cushion front down
Cushion rear down
Recline towards rear
Headrest down

Seat slide moves toward rear
Front of seat cushion moves down
Rear of seat cushion moves down
Seat recline moves toward rear
Headrest moves down

Press ‘M’ and ‘1’ buttons simultaneously

Memory set 1

Operate seat using seat switch pack
Slide towards front
Cushion front up
Cushion rear up
Recline towards front
Headrest up

Seat slide moves toward front
Front of seat cushion moves up
Rear of seat cushion moves up
Seat reline moves toward front
Headrest moves up

Press ‘M’ and ‘2’ buttons simultaneously

Memory set 2

Press ‘1’ button
Press ‘2’ button

Recalls memory 1 excluding mirrors
Recalls memory 2 excluding mirrors

Switch ignition off
Press entry switch

Seat moves down/rearward
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